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PlayMonster Adds New STEM Line, Marbleocity 
 

BELOIT, Wis.— Today PlayMonster announces a strategic partnership with Tinkineer, creator of the Marbleocity line of 

laser-cut wooden STEM kits made in America. The intricate and beautiful designs of each module fit together to form a 

weaving and winding “marble machine.” With four different sets of designs and themes, Marbleocity brings STEM toys 

to a whole new, wondrous level. 

 

“We’ve designed the Marbleocity line to be a really satisfying building experience.” 

said Adam Hocherman, founder of Tinkineer. “The included graphic novel teaches 

each kit’s STEM lesson through a cast of characters called the Tinkineers, who help 

children and parents understand the concepts and feel connected to the lessons.” 

 

Bob Wann, CEO of PlayMonster, is very excited and impressed by the uniqueness of 

this new STEM line: “There are so many STEM concepts being introduced this year, 

but what really impressed us about Marbleocity was its unique combination of 

teaching STEM skills and providing great entertainment value for kids, so that they 

learn while having fun! The beauty and detail are mesmerizing, and the benefits of STEM, as well as being made in the 

U.S.A., make us proud to be a partner in bringing this great product line to market.” 

 

There are currently four different models in the Marbleocity line with more planned. All sets are made of laser-cut Baltic 

Birch and do not require batteries: 

• Mini Coaster — For the beginner Maker! Build your own wild ride full of dips and turns with some engineering 

and physics thrown in. Can be completed in around an hour. Consists of over 30 laser cut wood parts.  

• Dragon Coaster — Construct your own wooden roller coaster full of dips and turns with some engineering and 

physics thrown in. Inspired by the real wooden roller coaster of the same name, located at Playland in Rye, NY. 

Consists of over 80 wooden parts and is hand-cranked or (optionally) powered by an electric motor (sold 

separately). 

• Mini Skate Park — We’ve put a lot of physics action into a small space, including a stair descent, rail slide and … 

a jump! Yes, the marbles get air! A multi-gear lift gets your marbles into position to take the jump before hitting 

the stairs and rail slide. Can be completed in about an hour. Consists of over 30 laser cut wood parts. 

• Skate Park — Highlights the physics of skateboarding with a half-pipe, stair descent, rail slide and … a jump! 

This module can stand on its own or adjoin the Dragon Coaster module to allow circulation of marbles between 

the two. Consists of over 80 wooden parts and is hand-cranked or (optionally) powered by an electric motor (sold 

separately). 

 

About PlayMonster  
PlayMonster is a toy and game company that believes in the power of play to make a positive difference in people’s lives. 

Delivering great play value by designing, manufacturing and marketing quality products like the award-winning The 

Game of THINGS…®, 5 Second Rule®, Mirari®, Perplexus®, Don’t Rock the Boat™, Farkle, Chrono Bomb®, OK to 

Wake!®, Lauri®, Stratego®, Roominate™ and Wooly Willy® is how PlayMonster helps keep play alive for all ages. 
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